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no question. Readers he oonld not fail to have—of the continuous, as
well as of his " skipping" (say rather, referring), sort—though he had
made his volumes even bigger than they are.

Handbook of Piychology. "Senses and Intellect" By JAMES MARK
BALDWIN, MJL, Ph.D., Professor of Logio and Metaphysics in
the University of Toronto. Second Edition, revised. London:
Maomfflan 4 Co.v, 1890. Pp. xv., 848.

Also from America comes this psychological text-book, now in second
edition made more accessible, by London publication, to English students.
It was shortly noticed, on first appearance at New York, in MIND rv. 188.
Only a few lines of new matter are inserted in the present edition ; but
the opportunity may be seized to recommend the book with some more
emphasis than before as a very serviceable manual for students. It is
also due to the author to say that he came too near to being charged
here with a design of intuitionistio philosophising under psychological
mask. Though he might use newer bottles than he here and there does
for his new wine, he is not unwarranted in claiming now, as he claimed
from the first, that his business is scientific psychologizing—only not
without regard to the requisite philosophical interpretation beyond.
For students, the most—perhaps the only—obvious shortcoming of his
treatment is the absence of any direct exposition of the neurological
conditions of mental process. Without suoh, in more or less condensed
form, the student has good right to complain of the anatomical and physio-
logical language inevitably thrust upon him at the stage of Sense, if not
also elsewhere. Nor is the omission in any way made up by a figure of
the outer and mesial aspects of the cortical " motor area, now given
as frontispiece to the book in connexion with the few additional lines
inserted, at p. 114, about localisation of brain-function. Not that, unless
a good deal more ! one is forced to exclaim. The author's promised
volume on "Feeling and Will" is, of course, wanted to make the present
volume fully serviceable.

Are the Effects of Urn and Dilute inherited f An Examination of the View
held by Spencer and Darwin. By WILLIAM PLATT BALL. (" Nature
Series.") London : Macmillan * Co., 1890. Pp. xiL, 166.

This book, though small and not closely printed, is well filled with
matter. The author argues against the Larnarckian doctrine of " use-
inheritance," defined as " the direct inheritance of the effects of use and
disuse in kind". After setting forth the " Importance and Bearing of
the Inquiry " he-goes on to deal first with Mr. Spencer's " Examples and
Arguments" contained in The Factor* of Organic Evolution (see MIND
xii 298). " Darwin's Examples " are next considered; the question of
" Inherited Injuries " is then separately treated ; and the book ends with
some " Miscellaneous Considerations . Account being taken of " pan-
mixia, or the withdrawal of selection "; of" the great principle of economy,
which is continually at work shaping organisms, as sculptors shape
statues, by removal of the superfluous par ts" ; of "unconscious or in-
direct" artificial selection, the possibilities of which, in the case of
domestic animals, have not beeit_ sufficiently considered; and of the
direct effects of use and disuse during the lifetime of the individual;
further, the consideration being kept in view that, " broadly speaking,
the adaptive effects ascribed to use-inheritance coincide with the effects
of natural selection " ; there can be little ground, the author thinks, for
upholding use-inheritance as a distinct factor of evolution. The
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